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Hi DiNAs and welcome to the latest in a series of weekly blogs about things DNA while we 
are in lockdown. 

ThruLines Revisited 

I’ve been looking a lot at Ancestry’s ThruLines tools recently, especially in an attempt to 
break down a brick wall or two.  I’ve also been using What Are The Odds (WATO) to try to 
place where the target fits with his ThruLines matches.  Let me explain. 

I’ve been recently looking for the father of an adoptee called Fred (not his real name) 
who does not appear on Fred’s birth certificate.  In the process, I discovered that his mother 
was also the result of an NPE (Non-Paternal Event, or Not the Parent Expected).  So not only 
do I need to find Fred’s missing father, but his maternal grandfather too. 

The first thing I did was phase Fred’s matches in an attempt to see who matched him on 
his paternal and maternal sides.  To help me do this in Ancestry, I built up a Quick and Dirty 
private tree for Fred on his mother’s side of the family which took me back well into the 
1700’s.  Using a list of those surnames I soon found DNA matches with trees that had those 
names as well as similar locations.  I contacted some of these matches and even received a 
few responses with information that I could use to take the investigation forward.  On the 
Ancestry Match list I gave these maternal matches a pink coloured dot which I labelled 
“Possible Maternal Match”. 

 

 

 

Next I looked at each maternal match in turn to find out who shared a match with Fred 
and that match and, surmising that they too must be maternal relatives, gave each a pink 
dot too.  As I built out the tree, I found more matches showing a “Common Ancestor” label 
(see below) which helped. 

 

Luckily, I had been able to use my account with Genetic Affairs (before Ancestry shut it 
down) to group these matches into clusters which helped me understand that each cluster 
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group usually had a different ancestor from whom a match was descended.  Working 
through each group led me to find common ancestors which I added to the Q&D tree.  I 
then labelled each match with the DNA tag “DNA Match” and also tagged each of their 
direct line ancestors with “DNA Connection” until I reached the Most Recent Common 
Ancestor(s) (MRCA) shown with red and yellow arrows for different branches of the family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also linked each known match to their position on the tree.  This gave me some DNA 
matches that I could use on my WATO tree.  
In this way, once I had discovered the 
identity of people like “I.H.”, I could give 
them their correct position on WATO. 

I repeated all of this to identify possible 
paternal matches, surmising that I should be 
looking for similar names and locations for 
the “non-pink” matches to find a pattern 

that may lead me to Fred’s father’s branch.  I gave each of these a blue dot and labelled it 
“Possible Paternal Match”. 

Then I stumbled (once again) on ThruLines.  Admittedly, I hadn’t been much of a fan of 
this Ancestry initiative, but I began to see it in a new light.  From a previous WATO, I thought 
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that I had managed to pin the father of Fred’s mother to a surname, so I put that there as an 
experiment – remember that I made this tree private to prevent others from copying it 
thinking that it is true and correct because, as we all know, a Q&D tree is far from that!   

When I looked at Fred’s ThruLines, I noticed that a particular name came up in other 
people’s trees and was deemed (by Ancestry at least) to be his grandfather. 

So I looked for common ancestors and found a few.  Then I placed them at the head of 
the WATO tree and built down from there until I came to the match.  The question I asked 
of WATO was “Where does Fred fit in this tree?” and using version 2 (v2) a lot of 
probabilities came up.  Many of the hypotheses I discovered were not possible considering 
the age of Fred but they proved easy to remove. 

The results provide me with an approximation of where Fred fits and who his 
parents/grandparents may be.  It’s not perfect, but it gives us some ideas on how to 
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continue our investigation.  More importantly, the hypotheses narrow down both where we 
should be looking and also where not to bother. 

The major problem that I have with WATO is that it still relies on reasonably large cM 
matches.  Despite having found a number of matches for Fred, it still gives me the proviso 
that I “have entered 7 matches with an average of 35cM shared. WATO will be more helpful 
if you have an average of more that 40cM”.  This may be fine for those in the USA where 
they have a greater percentage of their matches in the Ancestry database, but those of us 
looking for relations from other countries can only take the best we have. 

Further reading and other resources 

Blogs: Jim Bartlett segment-ology Use Clusters! 

 Jim Bartlett’s segment-ology Easy Manual Clustering at AncestryDNA  

Cathy Meder-Dempsey Opening Doors in Brick Walls  

Rob Spencer’s Tracking Back: a website for genetic genealogy tools, experimentation, 
and discussion 

While we are looking at items such as ThruLines, here is an interesting article from Margaret 
O’Brien called How Ancestry Tree Hints Work 

 

Christine Woodlands and DNA Painter Webinars 

Don’t forget if you want to learn more about WATO in particular and 
DNA Painter in general, our FHS will be hosting two Zoom webinars from 
Christine Woodlands.  As mentioned in the recent FHS “Stir Crazy 
Prevention” InfoEmail, Jennifer Mullin is taking names either by email at 
secretary@pmdfhs.org.au or by phoning 0475 132 804. More information 
can be found on our FHS website 

Christine is a member of the DNA Research Group with the Society of Australian 
Genealogists in Sydney. She regularly presents beginners and advanced DNA sessions at SAG 
and has generously donated her time and expertise to help us get on top of this tricky tool.  
It’s FREE for current members, but you will have to provide your own beverage and biscuits.   

The first Zoom webinar is on Saturday 18th July between 2pm and 4.30pm and is called 
“Chromosome Mapping and DNAPainter for Beginners”.  In it you will 

 Start a free DNA Painter account (if you don’t already have one); 

 Be introduced to chromosome mapping and “painting” your DNA matches; 

 Be taken through the other tools offered by DNA Painter – including WATO; 

 Be encouraged to attempt a simple WATO tree for discussion at Monday’s 
session. 

The second session is titled “The Power of WATO in solving your ‘DNA dilemmas’” and 
will take place on Monday 20th July between 2pm and 4.30pm. In it we’ll be looking at 
WATO in more detail by: 

 Reviewing the tree we discussed in session #1; 

 Covering the latest developments for WATO and the beta version #2 

https://segmentology.org/2020/07/05/use-clusters/
https://segmentology.org/2020/07/01/easy-manual-clustering-at-ancestrydna/
https://openingdoorsinbrickwalls.wordpress.com/tag/pedigree-thief/
http://scaledinnovation.com/gg/gg.html?fbclid=IwAR1xqA1P3taB9bUG80jf1aPNZX4VNd8yerdelg5iX8rOiy3mvCrXX9tiq1E
http://scaledinnovation.com/gg/gg.html?fbclid=IwAR1xqA1P3taB9bUG80jf1aPNZX4VNd8yerdelg5iX8rOiy3mvCrXX9tiq1E
https://www.dataminingdna.com/how-ancestry-tree-hints-work-part-11-of-our-in-depth-guide/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=how_ancestry_tree_hints_work_latest_guide_chapter&utm_term=2020-07-03
mailto:secretary@pmdfhs.org.au
https://www.pmdfhs.org.au/
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There will be plenty of time for questions and even a short break during each session (for 
your “bevvy and bickies” mentioned above).  Useful handouts will also be available from 
both sessions. 

So, why not send an email to Jennifer saying you will attend on at least one of the days 
(although both days will provide a deeper understanding).  You will receive a Zoom link 
closer to the day which you simply click on near the time and then join in the fun. 

 

Why siblings often don’t get the same matches  

This is a good explanation for why siblings may get different DNA matches and how some 
will match some distant cousins and others won't – the further back we go generationally, 
the more likely it is that this will happen. 

 


